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INTRODUCTION 
We propose a definition of a fuzzy point and of the neighborhood of a 
fuzzy point in a fuzzy topology and study their properties. The main result is 
a characterization of the fuzzy topology by means of the properties of the 
neighborhood system. 
1. FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES AND NEIGHBORHOODS OF A FUZZY POINT 
Let X be an arbitrary (nonempty) set. A fuzzy set A in X is characterized 
by a membership function pu,(x) from X to (0, 11. For each x E X, pA(x) is 
called the grade of membership of x in A. The membership functions for the 
empty fuzzy set 0 and the space X are ,u(x) = 0 and p(x) = 1, respectively. 
Let A and B be fuzzy sets in X. The fuzzy set A ’ defined by ,u, (x) = 
1 -,u~(x) is called the complement of A. We say that B includes A (or A is 
contained in B), and write A c B, if p,(x) <p,(x) for all x E X. For any 
family {Ai}i,, of fuzzy sets in X, we define the union lJic,Ai and inter- 
section ni,, Ai, respectively, by the formulas 
and Pn&) = f$ P.4iw. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A family r of fuzzy sets in X is called a fuzzy topology 
for X (and the pair (X, 5) a fuzzy topological space, or fts for short) if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) X, 0 E r. 
(b) If {Ai}ie, is a family of members of t, then Uic,A E r. 
Cc) If iAiliel is a finite family of members of r, then n,,, A, E r. 
* This work was carried out in the framework of the activities of the GNAFA (CNR-Italy). 
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The elements of r are called r-open fuzzy sets (or simply open); every fuzzy 
set whose complement is r-open is called a t-closed fuzzy set (or simply 
closed). 
All the authors who deal with this subject refer to the above definition, 
given for the first time by Chang [I]; in 1976 Lowen suggested a variant of 
this definition, [2]. We shall deal with it in Section 5. 
DEFINITION 1.2. We call x0 a fuzzy point of support and 1 its value, and 
write p(xO, ,I), where x, E X and ,I E 10, 11, for the fuzzy set in X charac- 
terized by the membership function 
&(X~,l) = A, for x=x,, 
= 0, otherwise. 
The symbols ~(4 p(A), and p will be used, respectively, when it is not 
necessary to indicate the value, the support, or the value and the support at 
the same time. 
We can observe that, given any nonempty fuzzy set A in X, 
A = UXER P(K rllA(X)L where R = {x E X/p,(x) # 0) (support of A). 
Considering this relation and observing that 
p(x,pu,(x)) = U p(x, n) for all x E 0, 
O<A<W,(X) 
we can easily establish another important equality, 
A= 0 
XER 
( u P(XT 4). 
o<.a<rc,w 
The importance of the latter relation is more evident when it is expressed 
synthetically by A = UpcA p. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let p(x,,, ,I) be a fuzzy point and A a fuzzy set in X. 
Then p(xO, A) belongs to A or p(x,, I) is an element of A (written 
~(q,,~)fA) iffA <r(lA(q,). 
Proceeding as we did to obtain the preceding equality and observing that 
the relations 
p(x,Cla(x))= u P(x,A)= u P(XYA) 
O<l<W(X) O<L<PA(X) 
are valid, we can easily establish 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A be a nonempty fuzzy set in X. Then 
A= u 
XEfl 
( u 
O<A<L(A(X) 
P(G), 
or synthetically, A = (J,, p. 
It is also easy to show 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let A and B be fuzzy sets in X. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) A cB; 
(b) pcBfor allpcA; 
(c) pfB for allpfA. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let p(x, A) be a fuzzy point, A and B fuzzy sets in X. 
Then 
(a> pfAUB*pfA orpfB; 
(b) pfAnBopfA andpfB. 
More generally, let {Ai} be a family of fuzzy sets in X, then 
(a’) pfUiA,opfAifor some i; 
(b’) pf (J,A,*pfA,for all i. 
The converse of the latter statement (b’) is not necessarily true. 
Nevertheless it is plain that 
(c’) pcAi for all i*pc niAi. 
DEFINITION 1.7. In an fts (X, r), a fuzzy set U is a neighborhood, or 
nhbd for short, of a fuzzy point p iff an open fuzzy set A exists such that 
pcAcU. 
More generally, we can say that U is a nbhd of a fuzzy set M iff there 
exists an open fuzzy set A such that M c A c U. The nbhd system of a fuzzy 
point is the family of all the nbhds of the fuzzy point. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let A be a fuzzy set in an fts (X, r). The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) A is open; 
(b) for each fuzzy point p c A, A is a nbhd of p; 
(c) for each fuzzy point p f A, A is a nbhd of p. 
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Proof That (a) =+ (b) 3 (c) is straightforward. It remains to show 
(c) + (a). The assumption ensures that for each p f A there exists an open A,, 
such that p CA,, CA; it follows then that U,,p c UpfA A, c A. This 
relation, in view of Proposition 1.4, can be written in the form 
A c 0, A, c A, and consequently A = lJtiA A,. Thus A is open. 
Let U(p) be the nbhd system of a fuzzy point p in an fts (X, t); from 
Definition 1.7 it follows that U(p) satisfies the properties 
(1) If UE U(p) and UC V, then VE U(p); (and consequently), 
(i) X E U(p) for each fuzzy point p in X; 
(2) every finite intersection of members of U(p) belongs to U(p); 
(3) if U E U(p), then p c U, 
(4) if UE U(p), then a fuzzy set V E U(p) exists such that UE U(q) 
for each fuzzy point q f  V. 
An important consequence of properties (3) and (4) is that 
(ii) if U E U(p) and q fp, then U E U(q). 
Indeed, if UE U(p), by condition (4) there exists VE U(p) such that 
U E U(q) for each q f  V; since, by condition (3), p c V, we have in 
particular that U E U(q) for each q fp. 
The converse of (ii) also holds, 
(5) if U E U(q) for each fuzzy point q fp, then U E U(p). 
Indeed, for each q fp there exists A, open such that q c A, c U, and, since 
p = tJ,@ q, it follows that p c ugt, A, c U, where U,, A, is open. 
An important consequence of property (5) is expressed by 
(iii) if U E U(p) for each fuzzy point p f U, then U E U(p) for 
each fuzzy point p c U. 
Let p c U be a fuzzy point; by assumption it follows in particular that 
U E U(q) for each q fp, and by condition (5) we have that U E U(p). 
We can show that properties (l)-(5) can be regarded as axioms for a 
fuzzy topology. This is the subject of Section 2. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF A FUZZY TOPOLOGY THROUGH NEIGHBORHOODS 
Observing the properties of the nbhds, we can easily say that the first four 
properties are the translation of as many properties of the nbhds of the 
general topology into the theory of the fuzzy sets. On the contrary, no 
property of general topology corresponds to property (5); it acquires 
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meaning in the peculiar framework of the theory of fuzzy sets, which 
replaces the set {0, 1) with the interval [0, 11. 
Before dealing with the characterization theorem, we intend to show the 
independence of property (5) from the other four properties. In order to do 
this we shall use an example. 
Let X be the real line R, so that, if we denote by s(X) the totality of fuzzy 
sets in X, we can write s(X) = (p: R -+ [0, l]}. 
Considering then a real number r > 0 and a fuzzy point p(x, 1) in X, we 
denote by ]x - r, x + I[~ the fuzzy set characterized by the following 
membership function 
Px,AZ) = A if Ix-z] <r, 
= 0, if Ix-z]>r. 
It is natural to give to the fuzzy set defined above the name of fuzzy open 
interval of center x, semilength r, and value A. With the fuzzy point p(x, A) 
we associate the family of the fuzzy sets 
lI(p(x,A)) = 
I 
UE IJ(X)/!ln E N such that U 1 
I 
x -+,x + f 
[I 
. 
1 
We can easily observe that this family fulfills properties (l)-(4) of the nbhds 
but does not satisfy property (5). The latter assertion is established by 
considering the case in which the fuzzy set U presented in property (5) is 
characterized by the following membership function 
pu,(z>=A[z-x+ 11, if zE [x-1,x], 
=A[x-z+ 11, if z E [x,x + 11, 
= 0, if zG]x- 1,x+ l[. 
At this point we are able to establish the following characterization 
theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. If with each fuzzy point p in a set X is associated a 
family U(p) of fuzzy sets of X in such a way that conditions (l)-(5) are 
satisfied, then one and only one fuzzy topology for X exists in which, for each 
fuzzy point p of X, U(p) is the nbhd system of p. 
Prtiof: Let r = {A E 3(X)/A E U(p) for all p +A}, or equivalently, by 
what we have observed about condition (5), r = {A E 5(X)/A E U(p) for all 
p c A }. We shall now prove that r is a fuzzy topology for X. Obviously, the 
empty fuzzy set 0 belongs to r. Besides, as we have already seen, from 
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condition (1) it follows that X E U(p) for all p c X; and then X E r. Now let 
{AiJi be a family of members of r. If p f (Ji Ai, Proposition 1.6(a’) ensures 
that there exists i, such that p f A i,. Since AiO E r, we have AiO E U(p), and 
therefore by condition (l), lJiAi E U(p). Since this holds for every 
P{ lJ,A,, it follows that UiAi E r. 
Consider now a family A i ,..., A, of members of r, and suppose p f A, n 
A,n ... n A,. Because of Proposition 1.6(b), we have that p f Ai for each 
i = I,..., n, so that A,nA,n ... nA, E VI(p). Since this holds for every 
pfA,f-~A,.~.nA., this latter fuzzy set belongs to r. Thus the family r 
defines in X a fuzzy topology in which, as we shall see, the members of U(p) 
are the nbhds of the fuzzy point p. Let U be a nbhd of p in the above 
mentioned fuzzy topology. There exists V open such that p c V c U. Since 
VE r, we have that VE U(p) and thus by condition (1) also U E U(p). 
Conversely, let U E U(p). We shall prove now that U is a nbhd of p in the 
specified fuzzy topology. Set a = {q/q is a fuzzy point in X such that 
UE U(q)}; since p E Q, we have that Q is nonempty. Set V= U,,, q and 
observe that p c V. From the fact that U E U(q) for all q E Q, it follows by 
condition (3) that q c U for all q E 0; and so V= tJ,,, q c V. 
Let us prove now that V is open, which means that V E U(p) for all Pf V. 
Let the fuzzy point p(Z, I){ V= U,,, q be fixed; we have that 
x < sup son~4(Z), and so the re exists a fuzzy point SE R such that 1 < pu,-(X), 
namely, ~7 f q. Since U E U(q), by the definition of Q, condition (4) implies 
that a fuzzy set WE U(4) exists such that U E U(p’) for each fuzzy point 
p’ f W, this is equivalent to saying that p’ E fi for each p’ f W. It follows 
that UPctwp’ = UqER 4, i.e., WC V. Thus condition (1) ensures that 
WE U(q), and, by what we have observed about conditions (3) and (4), we 
have that VE U(p). We have thus proved that V is open; therefore U, which 
contains V, is an nbhd of p in the fuzzy topology. 
Finally, it is clear by the characterization of the open fuzzy sets given in 
Proposition 1.8 that, if t’ is a fuzzy topology for X, where U(p) is again the 
nbhd system of p for each fuzzy point p in X, then r’ coincides with r. 
3. BASES AND FUNDAMENTALNBHD SYSTEMS 
Let us premise the following: 
DEFINITION 3.1. A family {A,} of fuzzy sets in X is called a cover of a 
fuzzy set B iff B c U,A,. 
Remark 3.2. If {Ai} is a family of fuzzy sets in X and B is a fuzzy set in 
X, saying that B c Ui A, is the same as saying that for each p f B there is an 
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i such that p f Ai, as is easy to verify on the basis of Propositions 1.5 and 
1.6. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If (X, r) is an fts, an arbitrary family B of nonempty 
fuzzy sets in X is a base for r iff each member of r can be expressed as the 
union of members of 9. 
We can also say that for each open A of r and for each fuzzy point p f A 
there exists B E B such that p f B c A. In particular, the empty fuzzy set is 
the union of the empty family of elements of ‘23. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 23 be a base for thefts (X, t); then the following 
properties are satisfied: 
(a) for each fuzzy point p f X there exists an element B E 23 such that 
P+B; 
(b) If B, and B, are two elements of 23 such that B, n B, # 0 and 
pfB,nB,,thenthereexistsanelementBEBsuchthatpfBcB,nB,. 
Remark 3.5. On the basis of Remark 3.2, the following is equivalent to 
(4: 
(a’> X= UBEB B, i.e., the family 8 is a cover of X. 
Properties (a) and (b) of Proposition 3.4 can be considered as axioms for 
a fuzzy topology in the sense specified by 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 93 be a family of nonempty fuzzy sets in X for which 
properties (a) and (b) of Proposition 3.4 hold. One and only one fuzzy 
topology exists in which 8 is a base. 
It is easy to prove that 
t = {A E 5(X)/A is the union of members of 8) 
is the required fuzzy topology for X. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let (X, t) be an fts, and p a fuzzy point in X. A family 
G(p) of nbhds of p is called a fundamental neighborhood system (or fns) of 
p iff for each nbhd U of p there is a member I/ of G(p) such that V c U. 
One then has 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let 8 be a family of nonempty open fuzzy sets in an 
fts (X, t). Zf for each fuzzy point p f X, the family of the members of ‘23 that 
contain p is an fns of p, then 8 is a base for the fuzzy topology 5. 
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Observe that in an ordinary topology the converse of the previous 
proposition is also true. In an fts (X, t), however, if we consider a fuzzy 
point p in X, the members of an fns G (p) of p satisfy the following 
properties: 
(a’) every finite intersection of members of G(p) contains a member 
of G(p); 
(b’) if U E G(p), then p c U; 
(c’) if U E G(p), there exists V E G(p) such that for each q f V there 
is a W E G(q) such that W c U, 
(d’) given a fuzzy set U in X, if for each q fp there exists V, E G(q) 
such that Vq c U, then there exists VE G(p) such that Vc U. 
Properties (a’)-(d’) d erive one by one from properties (2~(5) of the 
nbhds, respectively, and they can be considered as axioms for a fuzzy 
topology, as stated in 
THEOREM 3.9. If with each fuzzy point p in a set X is associated a 
family G(p) of fuzzy sets in X in such a way that conditions (a’)-(d’) are 
satisfied, then there is one and only one fuzzy topology for X in which G(p) 
is an fns of p, for each fixed fuzzy point p in X. 
We note explicitly that the converse of Proposition 3.8 is not true in 
general. In order to show this, we shall use the following example: Let X be 
the set R of real numbers. Consider, for each fuzzy point p in X. the family 
of all the open fuzzy intervals containing p, i.e., the set G(p) = 
{Ia, %/F 14 ~IAI. W e can show, proceding as in the example of 
Section 2, that the family G(p) does not satisfy property (d’) of the fns; and, 
on the other hand, we can easily see that the family of all the open fuzzy 
intervals fulfills conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.6, and thus it is a base 
for a fuzzy topology in X. Clearly, in this fuzzy topology the family G(p) 
cannot be an fns of p. 
4. NORMED SPACES AND INDUCED FUZZY TOPOLOGIES 
Let X be a normed linear finite-dimensional space over the reals. For each 
x E X and E E R ’ we shall denote by ((XII the norm of x and by 5(x, E) the 
set {z E X/l/z --x/J < E}. G iven the fuzzy point p(x, A) and the real E > 0, we 
denote by %xO,,w or by %,c) for short, the family of functions 
g: X-+ [0, l] that fulfill the following conditions: 
(1) Ed%) = k 
(2) g(x)=O~llx,-xllZ~; 
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(3) 11x1 - xoll < II& - XOII *g(x,> > gw; 
(4) Il~,--x,II=Il~*--“/I=>~~~,~=~~~*~~ 
(5) g is continuous in 5(x,, s). 
We can observe that the class GCP,EJ defined above is not empty; a member of 
this family is the following function: 
g(x) = w - (l/&) II% -43 if llxo-xJI < E, 
= 0, if 11x0 -XII 2 E. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Given the fuzzy point p(x, A) and the real E > 0, if g is 
a function of the family GwCX,Aj,Ej, we call fuzzy ball of center p(x, A) and 
radius E associated with the function g (and write P(p(x, A), E) or P(p, E)) 
the fuzzy set in X whose membership function coincides with the function g. 
Remark 4.2. It is easily verified that each fuzzy point p is contained in 
all the fuzzy balls centered at p but does not belong to any of them. Every 
fuzzy ball is nonvoid. 
Remark 4.3. We can show that intersection of all the fuzzy balls with 
center at the fuzzy point p(x,, , A,,) coincides with the fuzzy point p(xO, A,), or 
n sg(P(xo9 n 19 El =P(xo, no>* E>O gE%.E) 
Indeed, the preceding observation proves the inclusion 
P(XO> Lo) c n SB(P(Xo7 n ), El. E>O g~%.El 
To prove the inverse inclusion, consider for each n E N the function 
g,(x) = A(1 - n II% -XII>, if I/x0 --xl/ < l/4 
0, if IJxo --XII > l/n. 
From g, E G(p(x,, A,), l/n) for each n E N, it follows that 
We shall prove now that n,, N SO=(p(xo, A,), l/n) =p(xo, no). If x #x0, 
since IIx - x0]\ > 0, there is a natural fi such that IIx - x0 11 > l/e; we have 
then inf,, g,(x) <g,-(x) = 0. If, on the contrary, x =x0 the proof is obvious 
by (1). 
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LEMMA 4.4. For each fuzzy point q(x,, A,) contained in a fuzzes ball 
Sgo(p(xO, LO), E) there is a jiizzy ball of center q contained in 
WP(-ql> &), El. 
ProoJ: Consider the set K = (x E X/go(x) < g,Jx,) - 2, }; we shall prove 
that it is not empty. We observe first that since q(x, , A,) c SRu(p, E). 
A, < g,(x,), which means g(x,) - 1, > 0. Then it suffices to find an element 
x E X such that g,,(x) = 0. Such an element is provided by 
x = x0 + c(xo/llxoll> (if x = 0, one could consider x = x0 + ~(x//lXll), where 
by X we denote any element in X different from the zero vector); since, 
indeed, 11 x - x,, 11 = a, by condition (2) we shall certainly have go(x) = 0. 
Now put a1 = infxeK /Ix, -x(1 and prove that 6, > 0. By the continuity of g, 
in x1 E 5(x,, E), there exists a ball $( x1, r) contained in $(x0, a) such that 
g,,(x) > g,(x,) - A, for each x in 5(x,, r). It is then clear that K and $(x1. r) 
are disjoint sets, and this is equivalent to saying that for each x E K we have 
that /Ix, -xl/ > r; this implies that E, > 0. We prove now that 5(x,, E,) is a 
subset of f(x,, co). Choose x E $(x,, cl); it follows, from /Ix, -xl/ < e,, that 
x 6? K, i.e., go(x) > gO(x,) - 1, > 0. By condition (2), x E 5(x,, aO). 
Finally, taking into account for each x E X the set H, = {z E X/jlz - xl // = 
(Ix - x1 II}, we can consider the following function g: X-t [0, 11: 
g,(x) = j$ g(z) -g&J + 4 2 if J/x-x,// <al, 
x 
= 0, if llx-x,~l>~~. 
It is necessary now to show that g, is a function of the family 6(9(x1 ,A,),E,). 
Condition (1) on this class follows immediately if we observe that HX, = {x,} 
and hence g,(xr) = 1,. With regard to condition (2), we must essentially 
verify that gi(x) > 0 for every element x E X such that JIx, - XII < a,. From 
the assumption [lx, --XII < E, it follows in fact that Ijz -xi (I < a, = 
inf,,, /lx1 -XII for each z E H,. Then, for each such z, we have that 
g,,(z) > g,(x,) - A,, since, if that were not true for a z E H,, then such a z 
would belong to K and therefore (lz -x,11 > infXEK /Ix, -x/I. 
Hence, noticing that H, is a subset of f(x,, ai) and that H, is closed in 
x 
Zat!in; ’ 
E ) and taking into account that g, is continuous in 5(x,,, co), we have 
zeH, go(z) = min g,(z) > g,,(xJ - A,, which means gi(x) > 0. 
To show condition (3), consider two elements x’ and x” belonging to 
5(x,, EJ and suppose that (Ix’ -x,/l < (lx” -x,/l. We need to verify that 
g,(x’) < gi(x”). To this end consider the elements 
z’ =x1 + (Ix1 -x0/I 
lb - x1 II tx, _ x,> and 5” =x, + 1;: Izx;/ (x, -x0). 
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Notice that Z’ E H,, and Y” E H,,,, since [IF’ -x,11 = 11~’ -x,1( and 
11~” - x1 11 = (Ix” -x1 11, as is easy to check. Moreover, notice that 
Il~‘--xoll =maxz~EHx,Il~‘--oll and 11~” -x011 = max,,,,, 11~” -x011. 
Keeping in mind condition (3) on the class GcB,cOo), f which g, is”,, element, 
we can assert that go(?) < gO(z’) for all z’ E H,, and g,(Z”) < gJz”> for all 
z” E H,,,. Hence we have, recalling once again that g, is continuous in 
‘I(-% 3 %I and that H,, and H,,, are closed in 5(x,, co), that 
go(?) = infi,,,*, g&Y) and g&Y) = infi,,E,x,,gO(z”). 
Finally, if we observe that I( I’ - x,,I( < I/,?’ - x,,JI and that therefore 
go(?) > g,,(Y), we can conclude g,(x’) > g,(x”), which is exactly what we 
set out to prove. 
Now let x’ and x” in 5(x,, E,) be such that IJx’ -x,(1 = 11x” -x, I/; then 
the sets H,, and H,,, are equal and therefore gl(x’) = gl(x”). By this, 
condition (4) is verified. 
It remains now to show the continuity of the function g, in the ball 
5(x,, E,). To this end consider an element X E f(x,, E,) and a real E > 0; we 
need to find area1 6such that O<~<E~-IIX--X~II andjg,(x)-gg,(P)( <E 
for every x in $(2,6) subset of 5(x,, E,). Observe first that g, is uniformly 
continuous in the closed ball f(xl, E,), and thus a real 6 > 0 exists such that 
I gO(x’) -g,(x”)l < E for every x’, x” E $(x1, cl), with 11x’ -x”I/ < 8. 
Consider now a real 6 > 0 such that 0 < 6 < min(s, - IIZ-x,I); 6}. Notice 
that $(Z, S) is a subset of $( x,, cl) and take an element x E f(Z, 8). If z is an 
element of H,, we can find an element Z E H,- such that IJz - II/ < 6 < 8. 
In fact, such element is provided by P= x, + (Iljc-xl 11/llz -x, 11) (z -x,), 
for which we have 11~ - z II < IIx - ~11 < 6. Therefore we can assert that 
for every z E H, there is a IE H, such that I go(z) -g,(Y)\ < E, and 
consequently g,(z) > go(Y) - E; this implies that minzEH, go(z) > 
min- z6H,-g,,(i) - E. By the same argument, if ? is an element of H,, we 
can find z E H, such that 112 - z II < 6 ,< 6; in fact it suffices to take 
z=x,+(Ilx-~~ll/llZ-x~ll)(l-x~). Thus, for each .FEH, there is a 
z E H, such that / g,(z) - g,(Y)1 < E, and consequently go(z) < go(Z) + E. This 
implies that minzE,, g,,(z) < min- 
each x E $(Z, S), /&in,,, 
rcH-gO(F) + E. We can conclude that, for 
go(z) - &n,,,_g,(F)l < E; this latter inequality 
coincides exactly with thexone of the the*sis: (g,(x) -g,(X)\ < E, from the 
definition of g,. Since g, belongs to the class EJ~~(~,,~,),~,), we can regard the 
fuzzy ball Sgl(q(x,, A,), cl) centered at q and associated with the function g, . 
Finally, we can easily verify that gl(x) <g,,(x) for every x E X, and this 
implies that Sgl(q, cl) c SRo(p, E”). 
LEMMA 4.5. The intersection of two fuzzy balls centered at the same 
fuzzy point p is a ball centered at p. 
Proof. This result is obvious. 
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We conclude with 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. The family of the fuzzy balls in a normed linearfinite- 
dimensional space X over the reals satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 3.6. 
ProojI To prove (a), given a fuzzy point p f X, we consider a fuzzy point 
q such that p f q and a fuzzy ball centered at q; then it is easily seen that p 
belongs to this fuzzy ball. 
In order to check (b), consider two fuzzy balls S, and S, such that 
S, f” S, # 0, and a fuzzy point p f S, f7 S,. Choose then a fuzzy point q in 
X such that p f q c S, n S,. By Lemma 4.4, there is a fuzzy ball S’ centered 
at q and contained in S,, and a fuzzy ball S” centered at q and contained in 
S,. Moreover, the preceding lemma ensures that the intersection of these 
balls is again a fuzzy ball of center q, call it S. Now (b) is verified if we 
observe that p f S c S, n S,. 
5. ON THE FUZZY TOPOLOGY ACCORDING TO LOWEN 
We come now to the definition of fuzzy topology suggested in 121, which 
is as follows: 
Let X be a nonempty set and K(X) the family of fuzzy sets in X having 
constant membership function. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A family r of fuzzy sets in X is a fuzzy topology on X 
when 
(a) if A E K(X), then A E r; 
(b) if (Ai} is a family of members of 7, then lJiAi is a member of s; 
(c) if {Ai} is a finite family in t, then ni Ai is a member of r. 
In this connection, the definition of a fuzzy point and of the nbhd of a 
fuzzy point is the same as in the previous sections. In this case not only do 
properties (l)-(5) of the nbhds hold but we also have 
(6) If p is a fuzzy point, the fuzzy set of K(X) whose membership 
function has the value ofp is a member of U(p). 
It is easily seen that 
(i’) if A E K(X), then A E U(p) for every p CA. 
Further, in this case property (5) is independent from the others. It suffices 
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to consider the same example given in Section 2. Another simple example 
shows that property (6) is independent from the others. Consider, in fact, one 
of the three families U,(p(x, A)) = {X}; U&(x, 1)) = (U E ~(X)/,U,(X) = 1 }, 
and when X is infinite, V,(p(x, ,I)) = {U E B(X)/,+(X) > ;1 and ,q,(z) = 1 for 
all z E X except a finite number of them}. 
We are able to prove the following characterization theorem: 
THEOREM 5.2. If with each fuzzy point p of X is associated a family 
U(p) of fuzzy sets of X in such a way that conditions (l)-(6) are satisfied, 
then there exists one and only one fuzzy topology for X in which, for each 
fuzzy point p of X, U(p) is the nbhd system ofp. 
For this it suffices to repeat the proof of Theorem 2.1 and observe that the 
family r in this theorem satisfies condition (a) of Definition 5.1, by remark 
(i’). 
Proof of the following characterization theorem is omitted also: 
THEOREM 5.3. If with each fuzzy point p is associated a family G(p) of 
fuzzy sets in X in such a way that conditions (a’)-(d’) of Theorem 3.9 and 
(e) the fuzzy set A E K(X), whose constant membership function has 
the value of p, contains a member of G(p) 
are satisfied, then there is one and only one fuzzy topology for X in which 
G(p) is an fns of p, for each fuzzy point p in X. 
Condition (e) is independent of the others. We conclude with 
THEOREM 5.4. If b is a family of nonempty fuzzy sets of X for which the 
following properties are satisfied: 
(a) for each fuzzy set A E K(X) and for each fuzzy point p f A, there 
exists a member B of !8 such that p f B c A, and 
(b) tf B, and B, are two members of 23 such that B, n B, # 0, and 
pfB,nB,, then there is a member B of B such thatpfBcB,nB,, then 
there exists one and only one fuzzy topology in X for which b is a base. 
Remark. Condition (a) is stronger than condition (a) of Proposition 3.4; 
furthermore, (b) is independent of (a). 
Finally, we observe that in this case, also, Proposition 3.8 cannot, in 
general, be inverted (consider the example given in Section 3 and consider 
23 = {[a, b], ) A E 10, 11; a, b E R, a > b}). 
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